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There are laws of physics that many aren’t aware of. Science hasn’t even come to an explanation.
Regardless, these laws of physics are omnipotent present and working. In anything, in anybody. One
of these great and strong laws…..

Every individual has talents. One discovers it quite early in life, others apparently can’t even find
theirs in an entire lifetime. Yet, many seem they have ways to ‘see’ or ‘assess’ what kind of talent
the other has.
The odd thing?
95% of the people are ‘happy’ in some sort of way around their age 27 to 30. Where one is labelled
adult, before that age one only still is walking around, seeking, trying, failing, getting up finally
succeeding a little.
4% have a natural clear Talent into a certain direction in life they are pursuing. In their immediate
slipstream many coming of that 95% want to be associated with these 4%. Clamping and clinging to
the ways of life and manners these 4% pose and live. Others of that 95% are fan or really granting
these 4% their successes. Then there always will are those opportunists of commercial spirit wanting
to make money out of the successes of these 4%, in any thinkable (commercial) way.
The 1%
The 1%-ers, Steven Jobs, Eckart Wintzens, Michael Schumachers, Mother Theresas, Babe Ruths,
Nelson Mandelas, Johan Cruijffs, Michael Jacksons, Sir Richard Bransons…….
These are above the 96% and many are trying to find what it is that made them what they are.
Charismatic, Above All, Barely Untouchable. Is spirit of time an essence? Do they have followed a
certain course or path in life? Libraries are filled about these 1%. From any thinkable angle. The
bottom line however, is less complicated, incomprehensible, compared to all those schemes,
formulas , theories or sole commercial driven methods.
Well, here it is, for free. For the universal laws of physics still are there, working, omnipotent. The
are there for any one ready to take charge of….. whatever you want yourself to take charge of.
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Many people whom encountered and met Richard Branson, worked with him, are quite unanimous
in their experience with him. An inspiring, charismatic and stimulating personality with a great smile
and a spark in his eyes.

®

Here at NumoQuest ™ we are able to explain Who Richard is and why he acted as everybody did.
Using existing and free available data we are able to show you.
Natural Born DNA
From the moment you reader, are born, you receive the natural bases and talent. That bases and
talent, is what you will use the rest of your productive life. Some of the talents will be quite obvious,
others will more act in the background, never the less bare impact on everything you see, feel,
experience, set yourself as goal to do.
The biggest talents in the world have similar common denominators. They accept and use their
natural born DNA without questioning, without reserve, without hesitation. They have such strong
DNA natural born character that external influences barely show to have any significant impact. All
they do is follow the path they KNOW their talent(s) are best and strongest, without questioning.
And soon they experience the benefits that such path and conduct is bringing. These universal laws
of physics are exact the same for you, dear reader, as they are for the biggest and famous names you
can come up with. The only difference? Your individual natural born DNA.
Richard Branson
Without focussing on what he established in his life and career, we simply look to Stevens natural
born DNA to be able to reveal how he has become what he was in his life. Please remember that ever
step one takes, it simply is a accumulation of action based upon natural born DNA, upbringing and
opportunity. No more, no less.
Primary Personal Characteristics
By birth Richard had a keen eye for facts and to have that one also has a great sense of curiosity.
Charismatic in appearance he is born with natural DNA of attraction to people. In his natural DNA
one will also find analysis, a bit tempered in appearance, but also strong intuition as well as
spirituality and perseverance.
By DNA Richard wants to take initiative and action and has a natural drive for that.
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Secondary Personal Characteristics
Secondary he has the sense of gathering knowledge and experience rather more than focussing on
facts and figures. Here in the beginning inner conflict has emerged in way of choosing clear direction.
There is a clear judge of character in Richard by nature. Also in the secondary characteristics
spirituality by nature is a part of the natural DNA. Emphasis here is looking for the origin of all in all
limitless of the sense since there isn’t deemed to be one particular spiritual being or stream.
Intuition, fast judgement have two distinctive sides. Either it is working or it’s not. Richard Branson
has in his DNA that there isn’t such a thing as failing yet ‘lessons’ or just realisation something isn’t
working that way. Being a ‘free spirit’ he has eye for the unseen and ‘ challenges’ that bare ‘ some’
risk.
Most people with DNA like Richard Branson will go for the safer site like becoming a civil servant,
teacher, coach. Not endeavouring things beyond mediocracy daring to take a risk or two without
fear of failing. Opinions of others may be of relevance of importance yet not deciding since Richard
used by heart and intuition to take steps.
Determination
People with background, name, fame like Richard, seldom accept setback in terms failure. A part of
the natural DNA of Richard still is facts and figures and these also are taken as basis for steps
business wise and surely not risking all. All members are family members and that brings a
responsibility not to be taken lightly. It also means that he will provide chance but if not fitting be
business like enough to end. Here the common goal for all comes forth with a highly social sense in
his character.
Mental and Emotional
Being pretty balanced by nature Richard tends to decide rather by heart and emotion. Often the
intuition is prevailing where many often shall have ask ‘It’ is that makes Richard tick, he deems him
selves a bit more reserved and modest.
Natural Attraction
Richard has an very approachable personality by nature and always looks at the pleasant side of
things with seemingly endless positivity. Beside that Richard, as only few have, has a natural
attraction and with that natural charm.
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Detail oriented and compassion with others
Although details seem of importance, in the end endeavours are pursuit when ‘ feeling and heart’
are in line. This natural unexplained ‘habit’ is also in the natural DNA of Richard. It also brings that
endeavour and adventure are to be ‘lived’ as part of a great and fortunate life and what is a great life
without others?
Black and white
A peculiar aspect in Richards natural DNA also is black/white. Any aspect , event, endeavour,
adventure is subdued by black and white. It is a clear yes, or a clear no. Nothing in between for most
important is clarity. Clarity provides balance, harmony and tranquillity else then endless debate and
deliberation.
Spirituality
As prior stated in both characteristics the spiritual is a grant part of the natural DNA. It not only
provides blessings and lessons, of whatever nature, it also brings the ‘responsibility’ of passing on
knowledge to others, regardless what others choose to do with it.
Soft Skills
Besides the primary and secondary personal characteristics, we are able to visualise the third
dimension of Steven Jobs, his soft skills. Also the basis of soft skills are part of the natural born DNA.
And most times soft skills pose what some ones Talents may be into the audience by heart.
Mental and emotional
By natural DNA Richard is pretty much balanced where action and decision most often will be taken
upon intuitive grounds and there were details and fact are of essence, they will be used as
complementary of confirmation by what his intuition already has told him so. Still a surprising aspect
in Richard.
Intuition
Intuition is enigmatic for many since there is virtually no instrument being able clearly to determine if
some has intuition by DNA and if so how much it would influence that personality.
Richard never denied the spiritual aspect yet the intuitive part still will be something causing
amazement but by know accustom to this aspect and relying on it for sure.
Physical constitution
A sportsman or athlete Richard was not. Not because lack of sportsmanship, more that many things
were more appealing to pursuit at the time. Yet, physical movement is a major and important
contribution into the life of Richard yet more for the common health of all.
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Independent activities
Richard has a huge dose of independence and self-starter ship in his natural DNA indicating an eye
for endeavour of all kinds of nature with the aspect of ‘having fun with it’. More and more realizing
that entrepreneurship has its course and also responsibilities, the major fun part and some
satisfaction is a requirement for endeavour and adventure. What else?
Personal determination
Richards natural ability for determination in essence wasn’t even that high. More the urge of
wanting to achieve and perhaps a little revenge on those saying than that Richard Branson was on
the road to nowhere, may have become drive. In many instances Richard may have been called
simply lazy by some once.
Flexibility
Richard is quite flexible but with measure. If change is change for the common good he can be all for
it but if change is only good for some than he may pose to become inflexible. Since endeavour is a
mutual journey, there has to be eye for all on board and that also means that talent comes in all size,
shape, form and colours.
Inspiring
Richard has inspiring and inspiration deepest in his natural DNA. Not deeming himself as a real coach,
he is inspiring many people, even beyond his personal scope and surely many trying to copy
something that can’t be copied. Inspiration is something within to pass on to others in ways that
what is working for Richard, not necessary will work for others but ‘looking at it’ never will hurt. Part
of his inspiration is showing the world that if you really set your mind to it, and all is going your way,
you get to places.
Empathic
Richard also is ‘gifted’ with ‘ some empathy in his DNA. That aspect is needed to understand the
situation and perils of others to relate to and even to be of aid or generous in individual cases.
Independency
Personal born urge to independency is what makes people independent at very young age. Richard
has understand the law of motion. It takes motion to set things in motion and to benefit it all comes
down to set things in motion yourselves. Perhaps not naming or realizing I as such, it is a clear part of
Richards natural born DNA.
To be free beyond in spirit and mean, Richard understands that certain characteristics are belonging
to the whole package, not always to satisfying yet, the good by far outweighs that.
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Now ask yourself, how can you get to your True Personal Potential ?!?

®

For that is where we come in… © NumoQuest ™

Good luck in your any (commercial) endeavours you are pursuing ……

RC 2016
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